Robust™

Robust Series is the perfect solution for generous size users. Active weight capacity of Robust Series is up to 500 LBS.
This series has a two-tone fabric combination as standard. Trims will always be in “Black” Silhouette fabric (SL20 Asphalt) and the remaining upholstery will be selected by the customer in their choice of pattern and colour. This upholstery technique makes the Robust series appear much smaller than it does in one colour.

New Product

2526 High Back Heavy Duty Multi-Tilter
With adjustable headrest.

2526LM As above except upholstered in LEATHER or LEATHER/MOCK LEATHER combination. Features additional stitching details.

Features:
- Seat width between arms 25½” to 28¼”. Width adjustable arms by 1.5” on each side.
- Heavy duty pneumatic cylinder, mechanism & frame (designed specially for an active user weight up to 500 lbs).
- Side tension adjustment, can be reached from a seated position.
- Standard with Ultracell high density, high resilient foam on the seat.
- Optional Black ballistic style Nylon outer back fabric available. Resistant to impact damage.
- Standard with a solid steel loop style arm. The arm is vinyl dipped to be warm to the touch and to be impact absorbent.
- Back support upright is 3” wide for extra strength.
- Heavy duty 6 prong oval tubular steel base 32” dia. Available in Black only.
- Large diameter 3” black casters each rated for a dynamic load of 225 lbs. Provide easier Mobility. Suitable for carpet surfaces.
- Heavy duty packaging - double wall, tray inside for extra strength, four nylon straps, with an interior wood pallet.

Suggested Applications:
For generous users in:
- Computer applications
- Heavy Duty intensive use work environment.

Available Textiles:
- Fabric
- Leather
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Robust Series is the perfect solution for generous size users.

- Adjustable headrest.
- Optional outer back black Ballistic Nylon fabric.
- Standard with Ultracell high density, high resilient foam on the seat.
- Back support upright is 3” wide for extra strength.
- Side tension adjustment, can be reached from a seated position.
- 32” dia Heavy duty 6 prong oval tubular steel base.
- Vinyl dipped Solid steel loop style arm. Width adjustable by 1.5” on each side.
- Seat width between arms is 25¼” adjustable to 28¼”.
- Heavy duty pneumatic cylinder, mechanism & frame.
- Large diameter 3” black casters each rated for a dynamic load of 225 lbs, provide easier Mobility.

Active weight capacity is up to 500 LBS.